Executive Committee Resolution
Recognizing

Marjory Cameron

Whereas, Marjory has served with distinction for 16 years as Patent and Trademark Depository Library Association Program Representative from Sunnyvale Public Library,

Whereas, Marjory has served the Patent and Trademark Depository Library Association as Regional Representative to Region 12,

Whereas, Marjory has developed ongoing classes and workshops on patent and trademark searching at the Sunnyvale Public Library for the benefit of inventors, the public and students,

Be it resolved that the Patent and Trademark Depository Library Association recognizes and honors Marjory Cameron for her leadership and commitment to making patent and trademark information available to the public, and for the many contributions that she has made to both the Patent and Trademark Depository Library Program and the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Signed,
PTDLA Executive Committee
January, 2011